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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2564-He must have a death wish!” 
Roman and the elders looked at Leon in contempt when Leon faced Romeo 
directly. 

Like Romeo, they all failed to detect any true energy from Leon and could not 
tell which level he was in. However, they could easily guess from his age that 
he was likely below the Emperor State. 

As the leader of the second generation of the Feaks, Romeo had long 
reached the Intermediate Emperor State. Though this was not that big an 
accomplishment amongst those his age, but no one in the younger generation 
could beat him apart from Hugo and Felton. 

A nobody like Leon could not possibly survive and they did not think Leon 
could defeat Romeo. 

Hence, they all stood behind and did not attempt to help Romeo as there was 
no need for that. 

The reality was cruel, however, and what happened next shook them to their 
cores. 

Baam! 

Following a deafening sound, Leon’s attack and Romeo’s attack clashed. 

Leon’s spiritual energy instantly tore through Romeo’s defense and sent him 
flying. 

Since Leon knew that this was a misunderstanding, he held back and did not 
injure Romeo. Otherwise, Romeo would have suffered a certain level of 
injuries. 

“What?” 

“How is that possible?” 

Roman and the elders rubbed their eyes in disbelief. 



They had all thought that Leon could not win against Romeo. To their 
bewilderment, Leon managed to fend off Romeo’s attack and defeated him 
with a single blow. 

Even Hugo and Felton, the two most brilliant young martial artists, would 
struggle to do so, yet Leon accomplished it. 

This was so surreal that they were all shaken to the core. 

Naturally, Romeo felt the same. 

He could not figure out how a young man like Leon managed to defeat him 
and could not bring himself to accept what happened. 

“I didn’t expect someone your age to surpass the Intermediate Emperor State. 

It’s no wonder that you managed to kill Jaxon despite the treasure he wore.” 

Romeo got up and glared at Leon. 

Jaxon had armor in the Intermediate Emperor State so Romeo was baffled as 
to how Leon managed to kill Jaxon with such ease. 

Having been defeated by Leon’s attack, Romeo realized that Leon had likely 
With such strength, it would be easy for him to murder everyone. 

He insisted that Leon was the culprit and since Leon showed the capability to 
get past Jaxon’s armor, Romeo simply felt more certain that Leon was 
responsible. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2565-“Romeo, this kid is too strong. You 
can defeat him. Come back and let me deal with him!” Roman said coldly and 
strode out. 

Upon witnessing Leon’s true strength, he became more certain that Leon was 
the culprit as well. In terms of motive and capability, Leon remained to be the 
top suspect. 

“Elder Feaks, I’ll repeat this one last time. I’m not the culprit! If I did this, I 
would have left a long time ago. Why would I stick around?” Leon said in 
frustration. 



He was rather angry that the Feaks refused to see reasons and falsely 
accused him of a crime he did not commit. 

Still, it was just a misunderstanding so he suppressed his anger and 
continued to explain himself. 

“Well…” Roman was instantly rendered speechless as he suddenly realized 
Leon was right. 

If he was truly the culprit, he would have fled a long time ago instead of 
waiting for others to catch him in the act. 

“Don’t try to cover up your crime! I saw you crouching next to Jaxon when we 
came in. You were probably searching for the Rainbow Flower. That’s why 
you are still here,” Romeo said coldly. 

He was the one driving just now and while the others may not have seen 
everything clearly, Romeo saw Leon crouching by Jaxon’s side, seemingly 
searching for something. 

Hence, he assumed that Leon failed to find where Jaxon hid the Rainbow 
Flower after committing murder and did not leave immediately because of 
that. 

That was precisely the reason why he insisted that Leon was the culprit. 

“Who said I was looking for Rainbow Flower? I was checking Mister Jaxon’s 
injury and searching for hints that the culprit might have left.” Leon was 
enraged by Romeo’s unreasonable words. He was about to continue when he 
recalled something important. “Damn it! Your stupidity got the best of me! 
Mister Jaxon isn’t dead and is barely alive. I sealed his injury for the moment 
and was about to tend to him when you came in, wasting my time.” 

Leon gave himself a light slap on the head. He was too busy trying to explain 
to Romeo that he was not the culprit and he did not have time to inform him 
that Jaxon had not actually died. 

It was not until this moment that he recalled about it. 

“What? Did you say that Jaxon is alive? Are you serious?” 



Roman and the others were all shocked. The sorrow that threatened to drown 
Roman and Romeo was instantly replaced by hope. 

 

 


